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Period Products 101
How to be prepared for your period
It's difficult to know when you're getting your first or next
period. But you can be prepared by:

Even if your period starts and you don't have access to
sanitary products, don't worry at all because you can:
1. Ask a teacher or the school nurse for help.
2. Ask a friend and borrow a sanitary product.
3. Call your family members.

Hygiene during your period
Whatever sanitary product you're using during your period,
make sure to:
1. Wash your hands before and after changing products.
2. Wear clean underwear and change it at least once a day.
3. Wash your genital area with plain water during showers.
4. Take a shower at least once a day.
5. Never use soap or deodorant inside your vagina.
6. Keep your crotch area dry.

The difference between period products
There are different types of products we can use when we
are on our period. It is important to note that it's best to use
products that you feel comfortable using. Let’s take a look at
some of the options and how to use them!

They come in different sizes and they have adhesive
backs, which you stick on to the inside of your
underwear. You can wear smaller pads for light days and
longer pads for heavy days and when you go to sleep. You
can generally get them at local shops and it is best to get
non-scented pads to avoid skin irritation. Make sure to
change your pad within 8 hours for the same reason.

Tampons
They are stick-shaped cottons that sit inside your vagina
with the string hanging out. They usually come in two
sizes: regular for normal, and super for heavy flows. Make
sure to wear the correct size, and change it within 8
hours to avoid getting TSS (read below). It might be scary
at first, but it becomes convenient and comfortable after
a bit of practice. Using a tampon definitely doesn’t mean
that you lose your virginity or that you can’t pee. Most
importantly, a tampon is only one of the options and only
use it if you're comfortable.

What is TSS?
Toxic Shock Syndrome (TSS) is a rare condition caused when
bacteria enters deep into your body, stops your organs from
working and might lead to death. It can be caused from
wearing tampons or cups for too long and wearing super
absorbing tampons when not needed. If you experience
nausea, diarrhoea, rashes, red eyes, dizziness, confusion, flulike symptoms, fever, or difficult breathing, please go to the
doctors. Although this sounds scary, getting TSS is rare and
you won't get it if you change your tampon or cup regularly.
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1. Tracking your menstrual cycle to predict your next period.
2. Keep a pad in your bag at all times.
3. Wear dark coloured bottoms to hide accidental leaks.

Disposable pads

How do I dispose of used sanitary products?
Used disposable products should be wrapped in some form
before throwing it away in the bin. Also close the lid of the bin
to avoid smells spreading in the room and attracting insects
that can cause diseases.

Lastly, make sure to wash your hands after disposing of any
products to avoid getting diseases. This might be very difficult
if you don't have access to a proper water facility, which is
actually a very big problem in many countries. You can read
more about the importance of water for when you're on your
period in the period poverty chapter later on.

Reusable products: the most sustainable option!
Period underwear
You wear period underwear just like you wear normal
underwear! Don't worry about leaking or staining since it
is made out of fabric that is very good at absorbing liquid.

Reusable pads
These are similar to disposable pads, but made out of
fabric and has buttons instead of an adhesive back. They
are practical, sustainable, and better for the environment.

You can make your own period cloth by cutting a clean
piece of fabric you have at home. It is best to use 100%
cotton since the fabric will be touching a very sensitive
part of your body. Fold the fabric a couple times to build
thickness to avoid any blood leaking before placing it on
the crotch area of your underwear.

Menstrual cups
Similar to tampons, these are inserted inside the vagina,
but the cup collects blood instead and is reusable! They
are usually made out of medical-grade silicone that is
safe for your body, and come in many different sizes
and shapes. The cup has to be boiled in a pot for 10 to
15 minutes before wearing it on the first day and before
putting it away in a clean bag on the last day. You fold it,
insert and the cup will pop open inside your vagina. This
might be difficult at first, but you will get used to it after
a while. It depends on each person's flow, but cups can
hold blood for a whole day. To empty it, you can take out
the cup and pour the blood down the toilet. You can wash
the cup with water or special soap and wear it again.
Go to the Let's Stand Up chapter where you can read about how
activist Mashiyat Rahman used water hyacinths in Bangladesh
to create sustainable pads!

How to wash and dry resusable products
Menstrual underwear, cloths, and reusable pads should be
changed at least once and up to six times a day once it feels
wet to the skin. Hand-wash with cold water and soap to
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Sometimes you might not be able to find a bin nearby, but you
shouldn't flush it down the toilet since it can cause clogs and
flooding. You shouldn't burn them as well because it might
cause dangerous smokes. Burying is also not a good option
because it will stay there and is not good for the environment.

Menstrual cloths

remove stains from the fabric. Although it might be difficult,
it is extremely important to fully dry the fabric by line drying
it or using a drying machine. Avoid wearing them damp since
that can lead to skin irritations and infections. It would be
useful to have a combination of different period products to
use one whilst washing and drying another.
Reusable products are beneficial in many ways but can become
harmful without clean water, since wearing one that's not
fully cleaned can lead to health risks. You can read more about
water and menstrual health management in the next chapter.

Cloth pads are usually fresher than disposable ones as the
fabric allows moisture to evaporate. Less moisture means
there is less bacteria that creates bad smells.

Periods and disability
Managing menstruation can be challenging for some people
with limited motor function. Inserting and removing a tampon
or menstrual cup may not be simple, or not possible at all
for some people. Period-proof underwear (like Thinx), pads,
and disposable underwear are good options for people with
physical disabilities, especially for people who don’t feel
sensation below the waist and can’t detect leaks.

Once my girlfriend and I booked a thermal
day and she had her period. Before going,
we informed together about tampax, she
never tried that, and I supported her with
information and we watched tutorials together
concerning "how to use tampax". After all, we
faced "red period" together and my girlfriend
for the first time used tampax and she felt
comfortable, we went to the spa and we had a
really nice day!
This is important because we didn't know
the real usage of tampax and initially she
was scared due to bad public information
concerning tampax.
Submission by
Luca, 28, ItalY
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Do menstrual cloths/underwear/reusable pads smell?

Dear Big Sisters,

Which One Should I Use?

Easiest to keep clean

Let's now see which products might be best for you! These
are some recommendations but it's always best to try and see
which one you find most comfortable to use!

Disposable pads and tampons are
easiest to keep clean because each item
is individually packed and you will use
a fresh new product every single time.
However, it is terrible for the environment!

Best for your first period

Most sustainable
All of the reusable products are sustainable options, especially
the period cloth and reusable pad, because you can reuse
materials you have at home.

Best for summer or swimming
Menstrual cups and tampons are best
for when you go swimming during your
period because they collect and absorb
blood inside your vagina. Both products
stop the blood from flowing outside your
body when worn correctly, so you don't
need to worry about leaking.

Easiest to use
A disposable pad is very easy to put on
and remove compared to the others.
Disposing of it is also easy since you can
throw it away in the bin.

Best for price
Most night-friendly
Disposable and reusable pads are best when going to bed
during your period because they both have wings that keep
your pad in place. A period underwear is another great option!

Period cloth and reusable pads cost the least because you can
make these out of materials you already have at home. But the
menstrual cup is another option because although it is quite
pricey, you can use the same one for up to 10 years.
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It is best to use a disposable or reusable pad, menstrual cloth,
or period underwear at first. Once you get used to your
periods, you can try using other products.

Cost of period products
Period products are essential items for a lot of people on this
planet, but they're not the most affordable in many countries.
This expensive price of is one of the factors of period poverty.

In lower income countries, products are even more expensive
because the price paid towards managing your period covers
a bigger portion of the family’s income.
Even though period products are essential, they can also be
taxed, which is another cause of period poverty. But some
countries including India, Canada, and Germany are making
changes by removing the tax on disposable pads and tampons.

Real cost of periods

Period COST - £4
on tampons, £4
on pads, plus £2
ON panty liners
= £10 X 12 months
X 40 years = £4800
- B.

Having a period doesn't mean that you just need sanitary
products - there are so many other products that you need to
buy. If you have bad period pains you might have to buy pain
killers and heat pads. You might need to get skin medication if
you get painful acne caused by your period. We also can't forget
that some people get sugar cravings at certain times during
your menstrual cycle and might want to buy chocolates.
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For example in Nepal, the price of a pack of disposable pads
is about the same as the price of 1kg of rice, which can feed a
whole family for a day. In Tanzania, it is about the same price
as a litre of milk. In the UK, pads and tampons can cost up to
£8 per month if you have a heavy flow.

Make Your Own Reusable Pad

Step 2

Using a reusable pad is a very environmentally friendly and
economical way to manage your period. There are many
different ways to make reusable pads, but this book shares a
very easy example. You and your friends can follow this simple
tutorial below to make your very own!

Cut out the two pieces of
fabric and place one on top of
the other, with the outsides
facing each other. Stitch the
two together along the red
line, but leave the top and
bottom open!

What you will need

Step 3

paper

marker

one

Thick fabric

button

for example

thread or

Fold the four edges of the top and
bottom and sew all edges to avoid
the fabric from unraveling. You can
then flip the fabric to reveal the
outsides. Stitch along the base of the
two wings where you're going to fold
when wearing the pad.

scissors

sewing machine

ruler

thin fabric
(ideally cotton)

towel

Step 4
Step 1
Make a paper template using
the guideline on p. 100 and use
it to trace the shape onto the
fabric twice. You can use any
fabric you have, but it is best
to use cotton, because you will
be using this pad for a very
sensitive part of your body.

Stitch a button at the center of
one of the wings. You can use
any type of button including
the normal ones and the snap
buttons. Then mark with a pencil
where the button hole should be
on the other wing. Cut the line
for the hole and stitch the edges
to avoid fraying.
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needle and

Reusable Pad Template

Cut out two pieces of thick fabric
with a width of 6cm and refer to
the next page for the length. You
can use any thick fabric, such
as a towel. Stitch the two pieces
together. Place the towel inside
the reusable pad case through the
top or bottom openings. If you
are worried about leaking, you
can stitch a layer of waterproof
material such as pul fabric on top
of the thick fabric.

Guideline
It’s very convenient to use different sized pads depending
on the amount of your flow. Follow the guideline below to
make a couple of paper templates with different pad lengths.
Apart from the case and towel length, all other measurements
shown below in the diagram can stay the same.

8cm

To use the reusable pad, place it
inside your underwear and fold
the wings outwards to button
them together. When washing
your reusable pad, remove the
towel from the case before
washing them both. Make sure
to change and wash your pad at
least once in 8 hours.

length

7cm

For day time

For night time

Case length = 23cm
Towel length = 21cm

Case length = 29cm
Towel length = 27cm
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5cm
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Question Corner

If you were to change a period product, which one would it
be and how would you make it better?

What do you think about how sanitary products are priced?

Which products have you used and which ones would you
like to try using?

What problems do you currently face during your period?
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Draw a sketch of your new product(s) here and give it a
name. Use your imagination to revolutionise menstrual care!
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Dear Big Sisters,

As a teenager I was a competitive gymnast
training up to 16 hours a week. My (period)
flow was heavy and I often needed to change
my tampon in the middle of practice. I hid
tampon packets in the stacks of toilet paper in
the gym bathrooms because I didn't want to be
seen taking a tampon out of my gym bag and
carrying it to the bathroom. But sometimes
I hid so many that I forgot they were there.
I laugh now thinking about my coaches (the
team owners) finding all these little tampons
amongst the toilet paper rolls like some
strange Easter eggs.

Whenever my period would come knocking, I’d
always get very anxious. I would think others
would be able to smell it so I'd go through a
lot of deodorant, and I was always worried
about leaking as I have a heavy flow since I was
younger. I didn’t like to sit down anywhere and
I wouldn’t leave the house without a hoodie tied
around my waist, even in the winter. However,
since being told about moon cups (menstrual
cup brand) by a friend, I feel more comfortable
and relaxed when my periods come. The cramps
still kill but, in my mind, I’m more at ease. Since
I started using it a few months ago, I’ve had no
leaks and no problems with it. Also, it feels good
that I’m producing less waste with single use
items such as tampons.

Submission by
Anonymous

Submission by
Lucy, 22, UK
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Dear Big Sisters,

History of Products
Have you ever wondered who invented these products?
Menstrual pads

In the 1880s, Benjamin Franklin created disposable
bandages for bleeding soldiers, which led to the idea of
using disposable menstrual pads. Nurses used these wood
pulp bandages to absorb their menstrual blood. They
discovered a cheap, environmentally friendly product to
use during their periods.

The first commercially available disposable pad was
sold by Southall from around 1888. Some of the other
manufacturers that started selling pads as well were
originally making bandages. Also, the first advertisement
for pads using wood pulp (cellucotton) was released by
Kotex in January 1921.
Before pads were around, most women used pieces of
cloth to absorb their menstrual blood. 'On the rag' is a
phrase that originally referred to women on their periods.
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Menstrual pads have been around for a very long time.
Someone wrote about them in the Suda, an ancient
encyclopaedia written in the 10th century. It says in the
book that Hypatia, who lived in the 4th century AD, threw
her used menstrual rag at her admirer to discourage him.

Before the mid-20th century, women had to find ways to
keep their menstrual pads in position, whether they were
wearing disposable or reusable pads. Wearing a menstrual
belt was a common option for about half a century,
but they were known for slipping back and forth. This
problem was solved when disposable pads with adhesive
strips that stick to the panties became popular in the
1980s, which led to sanitary belts quickly disappearing
from the market.

We still use adhesive disposable pads today, just like in
the 80s, but the material used to make pads has changed
since then. Pads before were up to two centimetres thick,
were not good at absorbing, and often caused leaks.
Now our pads are a lot thinner and better at absorbing
blood due to adding plastic to them. However the plastic
disposal has become an environmental issue.
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When disposable pads were commercially available, they
were too expensive for women to buy. When people
wanted to buy pads from the shop, they would place
money inside a box and take a pack of pads from the
counter themselves, so that they didn't have to speak to
the clerk. As you can see here, it took several years for
people to get used to disposable pads.
Feel familiar?

Tampons
The earliest historical evidence of tampon use can be
found in Ancient Egyptian medical records that described
tampons made from the papyrus plant.

Meanwhile, Roman women used wool, Indonesian women
used vegetable fibres, and some African women used rolls
of grass to stop their menstrual flow. Ancient Japanese
women made tampons from paper, secured them with
bandages, and changed these dressings between 10 and
12 times every day. Women were very creative in making
their own version of modern-day tampons, and some
other examples include using materials such as sponges
and cottons.

Dr Earle Haas’ design is a tightly bound strip of absorbent
cotton attached to a string for easy removal. To keep the
tampon clean and to push the cotton into place without
women having to touch it, they came with an applicator
tube that extended out.

Menstrual cups
The first prototype of a menstrual
cup designed in the USA was called
catamenial sack. It was inserted into
the vagina and was attached to a belt.
Other similar devices were invented
at the turn of the century. Some of
them were put in the vagina, but they
were able to empty the blood without
taking the device out, because they had
different valves.
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According to the writings of Hippocrates, Greek women
wrapped lint around a small piece of wood and inserted it
into their vagina to stop blood from flowing out in the
5th century B.C.

In 1929, Earle Haas, a physician invented today’s tampon
with an applicator. A friend told him about improvising a
comfortable and effective alternative to the bulky pads,
by inserting a piece of sponge inside the vagina rather
than absorbing the blood outside of your body. Since
doctors were using plugs of cotton to stop secretions at
that time, he thought a compressed form of cotton would
absorb blood just as well.

During World War II, a shortage of latex rubber occurred
and the cup companies were forced to stop production.
After the war in the early 1950s, Mrs. Chalmers made
some improvements and patented the new design.

The Tassette company spent a fortune to market the
cup, but only made a small amount of sale. Many women
didn't feel comfortable with the idea of emptying or
cleaning the cup, and women who were happy with the
product didn’t buy it again as it was reusable. So the cup
disappeared from the market in 1963.

Menstrual cups were reintroduced in the late 1980s with
the creation of The Keeper. This cup is made from latex
rubber and is still sold today.
At the beginning of the 21st century, many brands
started using medical grade silicone as the material for
their menstrual cups. This was a great success and now,
women with latex allergies can safely use menstrual cups.

Even though society's view on menstruation had
progressed since the 30s, women still weren't open to
the idea of using a menstrual cup. The idea of a reusable
product that had to be inserted into the vagina by the
wearer was scandalous to many for socio-religious
reasons.
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The first modern menstrual cup was invented in 1937
by American actress Leona Chalmers. It was made with
latex rubber, and her design was known for not causing
discomfort or making the wearer conscious of its
presence. It also allowed women to wear "thin, light, close
fitting clothing" without belts, pins or buckles that might
show.

Question Corner

Draw a sketch of your new period product(s) here:

What Can You Invent?
Exploring your potential for creation

What are the problems you currently face during your
menstrual cycle?

If you were to change a period product, which one would it
be and what would you do?
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Through the ages, period products were invented to respond
to the biological needs of women. However, the stigma and
the environmental impact of plastic in products remains a
barrier in the potential of truly revolutionising menstrual
care. Use your imagination to think of ways to revolutionise
feminine care!

Do you have ideas for creating a product in a new context?
For example, period products to use in outer space?
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What would you name your invention(s)?

